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Outdoor PTZ camera Cruiser SE

Exterior PTZ Cruiser SE Camera
The PTZ Cruiser SE camera from Imou is  an advanced surveillance tool  that features a 1/  2.9" Progrssive CMOS camera,  3.6mm fixed
focal  length,  IP66 protection or  16x digital  zoom.  With  its  neat,  minimalist  design,  it  will  fit  perfectly  into  any environment.  When the
camera detects unusual sound or human presence, it sends alerts to your phone. In addition, thanks to the function of following moving
objects and Intelligent Color Night Mode, it won't miss an event, and you'll be better able to see what's going on. 
 
Technology at the Highest Level
It  uses H.264 video compression,  which allows you to save footage in a smaller  format and relieve the network load.  You can use SD
cards of various capacities, from 64GB to 256GB, which are enough for 4 to 16 days of recording. Alternatively, you can use DVRs with
long-term recording capabilities and support for multiple cameras, or cloud recording.
 
Excellent Connectivity and Image Quality
The camera operates on the 2.4GHz Wi-Fi standard and is equipped with dual antennas, providing a strong network signal with a range of
up to 100m in open spaces. 2MP (1920 x 1080) video and infrared recording capabilities ensure clear images regardless of conditions.
 
Ergonomics and Specifications
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The device weighs only 390g and has compact dimensions (120.7 x 136.2 x 183.3mm). The operating temperature ranges from -10 to 45
degrees Celsius, making the camera resistant to various weather conditions. A built-in microphone and speaker enable two-way audio,
and  the  camera's  field  of  view  is  as  much  as  86°(H),  45°(V),  105°(D),  with  16x  digital  zoom  capability.  An  iOS  and  Android  app  is
available, and protection meets the IP66 standard. With PTZ Cruiser SE from Imou, you are assured that your home, office or property is
under constant intelligent protection.
 
Set contents 
Camera x 1 
Manual x 1 
Power supply x 1
Power cable x 1 
Mounting bracket x 1
Waterproof connector x 1 
Screw and anchor kit x 1
	Brand 
	Imou 
	Model 
	PTZ Cruiser SE
	Color 
	White 
	Camera 
	1/ 2.9" Progrssive CMOS 
	Resolution
	2MP(1920 x 1080)
	Power consumption 
	

Preço:

€ 76.00

Casa inteligente, Others
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